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Abstract 
Polynomials are ubiquitous in a variety of applications. A relatively recent theory exploits 
their sparse structure by associating a point configuration to each polynomial system: howcvcr. 
it has so far mostly dealt with roots having nonzero coordinates. We shift attention to arbitrary 
affke roots, and improve upon the existing algorithms for counting them and computing them 
numerically. The one existing approach is too expensive in practice because of the usage 01‘ 
recursive liftings of the given point configuration. Instead. WC define a single lifting L\ hich 
yields the desired count and defines a homotopy continuation for computing all solutions. We 
enhance the numerical stability of the homotopy by establishin, ‘1 lolver bounds on the Iitiing 
values and prove that they can be derived dynamically to obtain the lowest possible values. 
Our construction may be regarded as a generalization of the dynamic lifting algorithm for the 
computation of mixed cells. @ 1999 Elsekier Science B.V. All rights reserved. 
K~~~~IIYMY~.s: Regular subdivision; Dynamic lifting; Stable mixed \,otumc: Polyhedral homotopy; 
Afine root count; Polynomial system 
1. Introduction 
Polynomial systems arise in a variety of scientific and engineering applications, ranp- 
ing from graphics and modeling to robotics and computer vision. in addition to com- 
putational geometry; e.g. [4,15]. Bernshtein’s seminal theorem provides a geometric 
algorithm to count the number of isolated solutions in @;i. CO = @ \ (0). of a poly- 
nomial system; see [I] and also [12,6]. This theorem is the cornerstone of .S~XKW 
clittzinutiot~ theory, an approach to polynomial systems that exploits sparse structure 
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by geometric concepts, namely point configurations and their liftings to one higher 
dimension. It is worthwhile to note that purely combinatorial constructions provide us 
with important algebraic information. It also provides the basis to solving polynomial 
equations either by homotopy continuation [22,10,23] or by sparse resultants [5,2 1,7,8]. 
However, most existing work has concentrated on solutions with nonzero coordinates. 
In this paper, we propose an algorithm for dealing with all affine solutions, in other 
words solutions in cd. The limitation to ci is sometimes artificial, since in many 
situations one is interested to know the solutions with zero components as well. The 
construction proposed by Huber and Sturmfels in [ 1 l] gives a generically sharp upper 
bound for the number of roots in Cd and can be regarded as the correct generalization 
of Bemshtein’s bound. However, the underlying algorithm uses two separate classes of 
liftings and forces us to work in an expensive recursive manner. 
This paper proposes an efficient geometric method to count all affine roots, by using 
a single lifting. After establishing the notations in the next section, we outline existing 
work in the area in Section 3. Then we prove our main theoretical result: lower bounds 
on the lifting of the artificial origins exist and can be derived dynamically, as described 
in Sections 446. Section 5 includes a detailed example for illustration, while Section 6 
elaborates on the feasibility problem. We conclude by stating the relevance for practical 
applications, including homotopy continuation methods for system solving. 
2. Notations 
This section introduces our notation and the main concepts in our approach. These 
are standard tools in polyhedral geometry, already applied to sparse elimination theory 
[2,3,6]. For definitions and a comprehensive introduction to the concepts used, we refer 
the reader to [20]. 
We study point configurations d = (Al, AZ, . . . , Ad), A; c Nd, #A, < CO, where #A 
denotes the cardinality of a set A. The inner product (., .) relates point configurations 
to normal directions. The vector v E R“ \ (0) defines the f&~e F = {a E A 1 (a, v) = 
minxtA (x, v)} of the finite set A c Rd. A lifting function CO : A ---f R : a H o(a), 
defined on the set A c I@, lifts the point a up to ri = (a, o(u)) E Rdfl. Similarly, for 
o=(co],o~ )...) cod) applied to &‘, we denote by LZ? the lifted point configurations. For 
any tuple d, let A = cf=, Aj and 2 = cf=, 2,. We say that a E .d when a = cfZ, a; 
and ai E A;, Vi. 
A lifting function induces a regular subdivision S, of A and ,d. Intuitively, this sub- 
division distinguishes between distinct point combinations that have the same vector 
sum. It can be constructed explicitly by projecting the lower-hull faces of a onto A. 
Then, lower-hull facets are in bijective correspondence with maximal cells in the sub- 
division. Formally, S, collects all cells %Y” C d, where %‘Y = (C;, C;, . . , Ci), Cr c Ai, 
that satisfy Y’f,$ E @“: (_iZ, v) = ($, v) and t’~? E @“, Y$ E .d \ @“: (2, v) < @, v), 
with v E [Wdt’ and ud+i > 0. Without loss of generality we set vd+i = 1 in the rest 
of this paper. The notation for points in LZZ extends naturally to points in %“‘. Vector 
large, the S; cells simply refine the S,. cells, hence subdivision S,, essentially combines 
subdivision S,. with a regular subdivision per stable cell of S,‘. 
First we give lower bounds on the h4-values such that S, CS,,. 
Proposition 1. If’V’%” E S;, b’i t J, V_f E ?:‘: (i, 11) < M,, tlm S, 2 S,, 
Proof. V’%” E S,, we have that, ‘di E J, b’_f E c:‘: (i.,v) < M, = (6,~). For some I cJ. 
any point h F .c/(O’ \ %” can be written C,E, 0 + I,@, hi, where Vi @ 1. h, c ‘4,. 
Similarly, any point a t (6” can be written as the sum CIE, a, + x,@, u,, where 
u, t %:‘. To simplify the proof, define a new point c = C,,, a, + xi@, h,, which lies 
in x/(“). Then, we have that (ci. V) < (L:,v), by the definition of a cell applied to (2”‘. 
Moreover. (L:, V) < (i. v) by the hypothesis. Therefore, ?” spans a face of the lower 
hull of Y?“), hence %” E S,,. 0 
The next proposition states that every cell in S; constitutes a refinement of a specific 
&stable cell in S,. 
Proposition 2. Comidu %” E S,. Let v = (0,. . ,O. 1 ) t KY’+‘, Thn %I’ c ‘6“ E S, 
Proof. VJ~ E .d: ((u, v(u)),e)=O. If 0 $2 A,, then ‘da t A,: ((a, r(u)),c)=O < ((0. I )_c)- 
I. An argument analogous to the previous proof concludes. 0 
Having considered the cells in A, we turn our attention to its boundary, i.e.: the 
faces F of A. We give lower bounds on the M-values so that the face structure of A 
is preserved. The next lemma and theorem are applied in the case J # @. 
Proof. Clearly, if E’ is a face of A^ (O), then the above inequalities are satisfied for any 
c, E Aj”‘. Inversely, p is a face of 2, hence (k, v) < (2, V) for all c t .cl\.P. The same 
inequalities can be established for all c t .,1(O) \ 3 by the inequalities (5). Therefore. 
F is a face of I?“). 0 
If the lifting on A(O) respects the face structure of A, lower bounds on the M-values 
can be constructed to annihilate unwanted cells. Importantly, these lower bounds are 
independent of the M-values. The previous lemma covered the case of faces of A, and 
the propositions above the case of S;, c S,,. Now we consider the cells in S,, \ S; and 
show they refine some cell of S,, other than t ( ‘, for e = (0,. , 0, I ). This completes the 
description of the various liftings and their relationship, establishing the main theoretical 
result of the paper. 
Theorem 4. Assume that 2 is an afine lijtins ,function. By hounding A4, .fLoMz belolv, 
KY? have thut k% V E s,, is;., 3%“’ E s, : w c % I”. 
Proof. Suppose 3%’ E S,, \ S;., $ K” E S,, : %/” C V”. For a set I C J, I # 8, we can 
write C” = CjE, F,“’ + C ,@, Fi. The normal v satisfies for every partition {It, 12) of I 
ViEI, Va,EF,(“‘\{O}, ‘dieI, Vb;EFi, ti~~.d\%‘: 
(6 ) 
There exists a vertex f of c”, f = Cy=,J;, such that J; # 0, ‘di E { 1,2,. . . ,d}. Since i, 
is an affine lifting function, j,I is a vertex of A;. By Lemma 3, there are lower bounds 
on A4, such that f is a vertex of 2 (“) We may assume that the bounds in (5) hold. 
This implies that 3w, \yr/+r = 1, that satisfies 
(I 11 
‘j’ci E A; \ (5) : ~(f,,w) < x(s;,w). (7) 
/=I i=l 
Conditions (7) are satisfied by any w that fulfills the conditions of Lemma 3, including 
v defined above. If V’w that satisfy (7) we require for one partition {Ir,Il}, It # @I, 
of I: 
(8) 
it/i iEl? i@ /‘I 
then there exists no normal that satisfies (6), so the cell ‘6” cannot exist, because 
v cannot satisfy both (6) and (8). Note that we have to contradict (6) by a strict 
inequality because equality implies that %” belongs to the cell. 
Since w in (8) is independent of the lifting of the origin, we can add as many 
inequalities as needed to avoid cells like Z”. Moreover, the number of such inequalities 
is finite, because the number of points in each Ai is finite. n 
This discussion shows that the M-values can become arbitrarily large and still define 
a valid subdivision S,,. In particular, there is the following consequence of Theorem 4. 
Corollary 5. Suppose 37’: A4; < (a, v), for a E Cy, a E A/, i E J, then C” 6 S,. 
This corollary will be used to discard cells that impose upper bounds on the M-values. 
Corollary 6. Consider some set I c{ 1,. . , d} j’ or I&icli Ire ,cYsli to compute the 
I-stable mixed volume. Under the requirements on the M-v&es spec$ed above, sub- 
division S,, defines ull I-stable mixed cells. Hence, the computation of’ I-stable mixed 
v characterizes the face 6” = C:.‘_, (?I of the lower hull of a and is called an i~ncr. 
normal to the cell % “. 
Unlike mixed volumes, the quantities we wish to compute here are not invariant 
under translation. In the rest of the paper. we use the following abbreviations: 
./={i~I<idd. 0$.4,} (1) 
and 
,,/(‘)J == (‘4, iJ {O}.A* u (0). . . ,.4,, L (O}). (2) 
Then A(‘” and I?(‘) are the respective Minkowski sums. The O!‘l-lifting function I’ 
( v1 II?, . I’,,) on ,w’(“) is defined by ~,(a) = 0, ‘da E A, and V,(O) = 1, V’i t ./. Then S, 
is t’hc regular subdivision of .p/ “‘) induced by 1%. Fix I C{ 1.. , ri}: if for inner normal 
,’ t w” + 1 we have P,/+, = 1, Vi t { I,. . d}: P, 20 and r, > 0 only if i t 1. then 
%” E S,. is I-stable. Note that if a cell is I-stable then it is J-stable for all .J : / .J. 
Stable cells are relevant in counting and computin, 0 roots in the spaces C,, for a set 
I C{ I....,t/}. defined as 
C, = {X E C’: .Y, > 0 =$ i E I} PC C:;(-+’ x QS’. (3) 
For .I? = (MI. M?,. ,Mc,), M, E R and lifting function L = (i., , i?.. . i,, ). the 
.///‘/.-lifting function i1 is the tuple (AI,, ~2.. . ,Q) determined by /~;(a) = i.;(n). P’:u 6: 
,4, and /I,(O) = A4,, Vi t J. By S,, we denote the regular subdivision of .r/(“’ induced 
by ,H. S, is the regular subdivision of .c/ induced by L. 
Below. we shall concentrate on ~!ffinc) liftings i because they are more efficient 
computationally. An affine lifting L, is defined by a vector I, t iP’ and a scalar C, C: 98 
as follows. For i t { 1.. ,d}, VR t A,, /.,(a) = (a/,) ~- c,. 
3. Related work 
A bridge between algebraic and combinatorial geometry is based on the sparse elim- 
ination viewpoint of modeling a polynomial by its ,mpport, i.e., the set of integer 
exponent vectors corresponding to nonzero terms. Given a polynomial system. the sup- 
ports define a point configuration. The r~i.~rr/ IW/WW is a well-known concept related 
to the u’ corresponding convex hulls in cr’-dimensional space [20]. Bemshtein’s theorem 
[I] shows that the mixed volume provides a generically sharp upper bound on the num- 
ber of idutctl solutions in @;I of the given polynomial system, even if the latter has 
an infinite number of solutions. The bound is also known as the BKK bound because 
it relies on work by Bemshtein. Khovanskii and Kushnirenko: see also [ 12.51. Mixed 
volumes can be computed by several combinatorial methods. in particular [ 1 O&22.6]. 
This theory is now entering the mainstream of computational algebra, especially with 
respect to the fundamental problem in multivariate calculus, namely the computation of 
all common roots of a polynomial system [5,21,22,10.7,23.X]. The central computation 
in sparse elimination theory and system solving is finding all mixed cells of the given 
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point configuration. This defines a monomial basis of the coordinate ring and permits 
computation of the number of roots and numeric approximation of the root vectors. 
Computing all stable mixed cells is the main problem of this paper. They appear to be 
the generalization of the mixed cells to the affine case. 
To remove the restriction to roots with nonzero coordinates, several modifications 
of Bemshtein’s theorem were proposed in [ 17,14,1&l 1,191. Huber and Sturmfels in 
[l l] defined the stable mixed volume of .d and proved it gives a generically sharp 
upper bound on the number of affine solutions of a polynomial system with support ;d. 
For any set I C{ 1,. , d}, they proved that the number of isolated solutions in @I is 
bounded by the sum of mixed volumes over all I-stable sets in S,,. Let V(,_&) denote 
the mixed volume of ,zZ and Y’V,(&‘) the I-stable mixed volume, then we have the 
following inequalities: 
~~(,d)dY-l’;(.d)d~‘(.d(O’). (4) 
Thus, the underlying algorithm requires a regular subdivision S, per I-stable cell. This 
is too expensive in practice, because this restricted way of lifting forces the usage of 
recursive procedures. This is particularly true when dealing with the induced degenerate 
faces of the lower hull of the lifted configuration. 
Here we present a new lifting algorithm that computes all stable mixed cells by a 
single subdivision, which can also be seen as a generalization of the regular subdivi- 
sions used in computing the mixed cells. In particular, the artificial origins in Ai” \ Ai 
are lifted sufficiently high so that S,, expresses all required information. Below we 
prove that lower bounds on the Mi exist and that they can be derived dynamically, 
so that we obtain the lowest lifting value possible. Our algorithm also generalizes the 
dynamic approach of [23]. 
Homotopy continuation has proven to be an efficient method for solving large poly- 
nomial systems [ 16,131. Geometric considerations for setting up the homotopy are 
important in exploiting the sparse structure of the input system [22,14,23,1 I]. Our al- 
gorithm extends this line of research to the case of affine roots by defining a homotopy 
where the number of paths is given by the stable mixed volume, hence it scales with 
the sparse structure of the system. An essential consideration in numeric continuation 
is the conditioning of the paths to be followed. Minimizing the lifting values makes 
the solutions paths smoother; we return to this issue in Section 7. 
Explicit formulas to count the affine roots exactly can be found in [ 181. In [9] a 
priori lower bounds on the lifting values of the artificial origins are established to count 
all affine roots with one single subdivision. 
4. Lower bounds on the lifting of the origins 
In this section we prove that only lower bounds on the M-values suffice such that S,, 
refines S,, i.e.: QV e S,,, 3?P E S,.: V’ 2 V”. Intuitively, when the Mi are sufficiently 
c 4 
c ‘/ 
M2 c < ._ c -; -, 
L - - 
0 
‘+M2 ___I 0 ciii4 ,:, . ‘/ M2 --_ _ 0 --_  I Y / / 
MI+ M2 h’l I+M, 
Fig. I. A regular subdivision induced by M-lifting. The polytope qpanncd by -II is drawn in thick wild 
lines. the polytope spanned by A? in thick dashed I~ncs. On the right WC xc the Minkowski mm. The cdp 
created by the addition of an artificial origin arc drawn in thin line<. The labels at the point\ xc the lifting 
\,LIlUCS. 
Proof. For every mixed cell of S,, the corresponding cell of S,. that contains it is well 
defined and can be computed. Then we can test whether this cell is I-stable. Section 
6 discusses in further detail a constructive proof. C 
5. An example of dynamic lower bounds 
In this section we illustrate how the pruning approach in [8,22] can be adapted to 
obtain lifting values Mi for the artificial origins 0 @ 4, as low as possible. We use the 
example in [I I]. The next section formalizes the general algorithm. 
Example 7. Consider the lifted point configurations .ri’” = (a\“‘,,4^~“), with il( N ) .-: 
((-2.I).a) ~ I and ~L~(u)=((l,-2).a) ~ 1. Then 
The columns in the matrix representations contain the lifted points. We call the points 
of .q’. respectively, rr,h,~., and d. while ~.,/‘,cq. and h are used to indicate the points 
of a?‘. See Fig. 1. 
The mixed cells of interest are spanned by sums of edges. For instance. the ccl1 
(ac,ry) has inner normal (O,O, I); this is the large parallelogram with vertices ( I. I ). 
(3,2),(2,3), (4.4). Any other edge-edge combination of the original point sets will not 
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Table I 
Cells generated as edge sums in .,I(“), with inner normals and constraints on the lifting values for the artificial 
origins. Their volume and the inner normal of the corresponding cell in S,. is listed. The last column gives 
the smallest set I for which the cell is I-stable 
Cells Lnner normal v Constraints Volume Inner normal for S,. l-stable 
(ac, e</ ) (0.0, 1) Ml P-0 Mz>O 3 (O,@ 1) 0 
(ad, fs) (-MI + l,MI, I) MI >2 _ I (-1,I, 1) 
(ad.ef 1 (-I,M1.1) M, > 2 _ 1 (0, I, 1) (21 
(ad, eh) (M23MI> 1) _ I (I, I. 1) {L2) 
(ah, eh) (h-l,l) M2>2 1 (1.&l) {I> 
(bc, eh) (Mz>-M2 + I. I) _ M2>2 I (I,-l,1) _ 
yield a cell. Take as example the combination (ah, ef). The inner normal v = (VI, v2,1) 
must satisfy 
(a, v) = (6, v): v2 = 2v* + 1, and (a, v) < (c, v): u2 < VI + 3% 
(e,v) = (f,v): VI = 2v, + 1, (e,v) < (s,v): VI < 301 + v2, 
(10) 
which is impossible, for the solution v = (- 1, - I,1 ) of the system of linear equalities. 
Consider the combination (ad,eg). The inner normal v = (VI, v2,l) must satisfy 
(a,v) < (b,v): 29 < 2v* 4 1, 
(a,v) = (d,v): VI =M,, 
(e,v) = (g,v): VI = 3v1 + 212, 
and (4 v) < (C, v): 02 < 01 + 302, 
(e,v) -=c (f,v): UI < 2v, + 1, 
(11) 
(e, v) < (h, v): VI < M2. 
For the solution v = (-MI + 1,Mt , 1) of the linear system, the third inequality yields 
Mr < 2. This imposes an upper bound on an Mi, so we discard this combination. 
The combination (ad, fg) yields a lower bound on Mr. The inner normal v=( vt ,v2,1) 
must satisfy 
(u,v) < (z&v): v2 < 2v2 + 1, 
(u,v) = (d,v): 29 =Mt, (4v) < (c,v): 02 < VI + 302, 
(f,v) = (g,v): 2Vl + 1 = 3Vl + v2, 
and 
v, v) < (e, v): 27~1 + 1 < VI, 
c12l 
(f,v) < (i&v): 2v, + 1 < M2. 
For the solution v = (-MI + 1,Mt ,I) of the linear system, the third inequality yields 
M, >2. 
In Table 1, we list the results of the edge-edge combinations and the constraints 
they imply. 
The considered point configuration corresponds to a pair of polynomials in two 
variables x,y. If the coefficients are generic, the polynomial system is 
ay + by2 + cxy3 = ex + fx2 + gx3y = 0. (13) 
The cell volumes correctly compute the generic root counts in all cases. In Table 1 
we see that cells (ad,fg) and (bc,eh) are not stable for any index set I. There are 3 
roots in C& 2 roots with exactly one zero coordinate, and one root equals 0. So we 
have 6 roots in C2. 
6. Pruning with dynamic lower bounds 
This section summarizes our pruning algorithm. In conjunction with pruning. we 
obtain dynamic lower bounds on the M, values that are minimal while satisfying all 
constraints. 
For the computation of all O-stable mixed cells, we have to make edge-edge combi- 
nations with edges that have no artificial origin as a vertex and we can apply directly the 
pruning methods presented in [8] and 1221. For the computation of the additional roots 
with zero components, the dual pruning model presented in [22] has to be extended 
with #J additional unknowns, which are the lifting values of the artificial origins. 
At a first level, one may consider that the program tests all edge combinations. The 
pruning lemma in [8] states that if a combination of li <d edges from A ,. . ,AL is 
rejected with respect to C:=, A,, then no superset of these edges can generate a cell in 
the subdivision. Therefore, the idea is to check successively larger edge combinations 
until one such combination is obtained. The subset of point sets used does not have 
to be in any particular order, but for simplicity we assume that they are considered 
successively from AI to A,!. All computations in this paper are invariant under permu- 
tation of the point sets. We exploit this fact in the implementation of our algorithm by 
starting with the small sets before handling the larger ones. 
To test whether a tuple C can be part of a cell spanned by edges, we have to 
determine the ,fiasihi/ity of a system of linear equalities and inequalities. At level 
/i, 1 <k <d, we have a set of edges from ill,. ,il~. The question is whether there 
exists a vector v E KY’+’ with cd, 1 =z 1, such that formulas ( 14)-( 16) are satisfied 
simultaneously. 
(&p)=(&v), MbEC,, i= l,.... k, 04) 
(ci,v)>(&,v), 'dcz~A~~'\C,, V'6tC,, i=l,..., k, (15) 
M, > nti, i E J. (16) 
For cells % c xl, this pruning model is identical to that of [22], because by Proposition 
1 we may omit (16) in the feasibility test and simplify ( 15) by omitting inequalities that 
involve artificial origins. The bounds mi on the right-hand side of (I 6) are dynamically 
determined by m;:=(ci,v), with a E 4:’ ~5’2,. If every j,; is an afine lifting function 
defined by vector 1, and scalar c;, then the initial bounds are given by m, := c’,, i = 
1,. . . . #J. Hereby we require that the artificial origins lie above the hyperplane (x. I,) + 
c; = 0 that contains the lifted supports .d. 
During execution, every accepted cell adds more constraints on A4, or, equiva- 
lently, increases the lower bounds m;. These constraints are the ones made explicit in 
Section 4. If % contains an artificial origin, then inequalities (15) will impose condi- 
tions on the M-values. The tuple V will be pruned off if those conditions impose upper 
bounds on the M-values, since they would contradict Corollary 5. 
Specifically, inequalities (15) are tested by letting each A4, + x. When they involve 
some M,, there are various cases. Let It, 12 c ,/, 11 f’ 12 = @, and s, E R for all i 3 0, 
where s; > 0 for i > 0. Inequalities of the form 
c SjMi > S() (17) 
are accepted and those with the opposite inequality rejected. Inequalities of the form 
(18) 
are rejected if C- re,, si < Ci__,Z s, and accepted in the case of the opposite inequality. If 
CXI, s, = CitlZ si, then we distinguish two cases: if SO > 0 then we accept, otherwise 
we reject. Every time an inequality is accepted, the respective constraint affects the m; 
values. 
The overall feasibility test can in practice be implemented by linear algebra opera- 
tions or a linear programming application. We can also choose to treat the equalities by 
linear algebra tests, and the inequalities combinatorially as described above. Then, the 
algorithm accumulates a list of constraints on the Mj which are optimized at the end 
by a single application of linear programming. In practice, we separate the feasibility 
and minimization tasks by letting M; = M, for all i E J. The accepted inequalities 
enumerated above can be satisfied by assigning specific values to M or by using u 
priori bounds on M,. A shortcoming of the second approach is the exponential nature 
of the bounds. Once all cells are found and the list of constraints on M, is compiled, 
a single optimization problem is solved for minimizing the M,. 
To determine whether a cell is stable or not, inequalities need to be considered w.r.t. 
the O/l-lifting. For this, the algorithm computes the lifted points under the O/l-lifting 
and the inner normal to the cell they define. Then, it checks the sign of the normal’s 
coordinates. This test is performed once we have decided that the cell is mixed. There- 
fore, if the cell is also stable, we add it in the list of valid cells. Moreover, we compute 
its volume by a determinant computation, and increment the respective root count. 
7. Applications and extensions 
By polyhedral homotopy methods [ 10,22,1 I], one can directly set up a numeric ho- 
motopy to compute all solutions of a polynomial system. The main premise of this ap- 
proach lies in associating to every polynomial in d variables the point set of its support, 
i.e., a set in Zd defined by all exponent vectors corresponding to nonzero monomials. 
The system is then characterized by a point configuration ,d [ 1,22,10,7,23,8]. 
Since the height of the lifting determines the nonlinearity of the solution paths, the 
lifting must be kept as low as possible for reasons of numeric stability. This is achieved 
by the dynamic generation of the lower bounds on the M-values. Therefore, our work 
can be considered in the context of recent efforts in numeric-symbolic computing, where 
the cross fertilization of exact and floating-point computation enhances performance 
without compromising the accuracy of the results. Our target is an implementation of 
this approach as part of Esprit LTR prqject FRISCO (Framework for the Integration 
of Symbolic-Numeric Computing). 
The presented approach also constitutes an improvement of the dynamic lifting a- 
gorithm [22] for the fully mixed case in the sense that it enables us to generate the 
mixed cells of a regular simple mixed subdivision without the application of recursion. 
WC have shown that a single lifting /( is capable to capture all necessary structure and 
define the required cells. 
An open question is to consider stable mixed volumes in the context of semi-mixed 
inputs. A point configuration is .sc~~~i-~nisc~l when a significant number of point sets 
is repeated. We are able to derive special methods that take advantage of semi-mixed 
structure in computing mixed volume. However, here this is more subtle due to the 
special role assigned to the artificial origins. If we consider only one representative o! 
all identical point sets. then we are not able to choose a subset of these sets in I and the 
complementary subset outside I, where I denotes the point sets where an artificial zero 
is added. Lastly, an important implementation issue is to “recycle” information bctwccn 
successive tests. The astute reader must have noticed that the various feasibility tests in 
( 14) ( 16) are very similar as li increases or the edge combinations change. Therefore, 
it is possible to save computational resources by keepin, 0 some information around. 
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